SOUTHERN CROSS
August – September 2012

South Africa
Namibia
Botswana
Zambia

Day 1) 26.8.2012 - Cape Town
11:15, time to land in Cape Town for half of our group, ready to start an unforgettable tour with
us. Wolfgang and Nicole are happy to welcome Claudia and Torsten, Ingrid and Dana, Petra and
Hans, Gerd and Ionel.
Before starting the City Tour we drive to Sweetest Guesthouse and fetch Andrea and Will; they
already spent some days in Cape Town.
We explore Cape Town driving through the city center, past the Clock Tower, Cape Town
International Convention Center and St George Cathedral. After an interesting tour we return to
our guesthouse to rest a bit.
We meet again for the Pre-departure Meeting at 18:00 at Sweet Orange and there we get
together with Barbara and Bernard, Klara and Lutz, Gabi and Manfred; they have already been
exploring Cape Town for a couple of days.
Now everybody is here and we can say again “WELCOME TO CAPE TOWN!”
After the Pre-departure meeting we inaugurate our tour with a typical South African dinner at The
Gold Restaurant. Music and dances complete our special, first dinner together.

Day 2) 27.8.2012– Cape of Good Hope
After a nice breakfast at Sweetest Guesthouse, Wolfgang picks us up and we drive first to
Chapman’s Peak, one of the most beautiful spots on the coast. There we have the time to take
some awesome pictures and then we proceed on our way south to Cape Point. Most of the group
decides to walk down to the Cape of Good Hope, which was believed to be the southern most tip
of Africa and the dividing point between the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, which is in fact Cape
Agulhas.
We drive back to Boulders Beach to see the penguins and stop
for lunch at the Seaforth Restaurant before coming back to
Cape Town.
Now we have time to take the cable car up Table Mountain and
enjoy the breathtaking view of the city and the sea.
Afterwards we visit the Waterfront, take a walk around, do
some shopping, or sit in a nice restaurant and enjoy a cold
drink.

Day 3) 28.8.2012 – Cederberg
The third day we leave Cape Town and drive to the Cederberg, a beautiful mountain wilderness
area 3 hours north of Cape Town. But first we stop at Lagoon Beach to take some beautiful
pictures of Table Mountain and Lion’s Head.
At midday we arrive at The Old Village and have a nice lunch break before leaving in the afternoon
for a hike in the breathtaking landscape of the Cederberg.
At 19.00 we meet again at the restaurant to enjoy a romantic camp fire and then move into the
restaurant for a delicious dinner.

Day 4) 29.8.2012 – Orange River
On Wednesday we leave the Cederberg behind and drive north to the Orange River, the border
river to Namibia. At midday, Wolfgang chooses a beautiful spot for a lunch break: the landscape is
stunning, the fields are full of flowers and the sky is incredible blue.
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After lunch we drive to the Orange River, enjoying the Richtersveld, a mountain desert with a
unique fauna and flora. Once we get to the river bank, we check in at Frontier River Camp and
Oewerbos River Camp, have time for a quick shower and then we meet again to drive to Umkulu,
where a beautiful sunset on the river is waiting for us. Once the sun is gone, everybody meets
again at the restaurant end we enjoy a tasty chicken and lamb Potjie.

Day 5) 30.8.2012 – Orange River and Fish River Canyon
7.30, everybody meets at Oewerbos for a coffee, tea and some rusks, and then we leave for the
River Rafting. Does everybody have a lifejacket and the paddle? Let’s go! Jade, Umkulu’s guide,
shows us how it works and around 9 o’clock we are ready to leave Oewerbos and enjoy the
paddling. The sun is shining and the landscape is amazing, but careful with your cameras, we don’t
want to lose one in the river.
After a while we stop and Jade has an interesting
question for us: “Who is going to jump the rock
with me for my birthday?” Nobody seems brave
enough to join her, but she doesn’t mind, she will
do it alone and after the jump we will all sing a
nice Happy Birthday song for her.
After this funny stop, we proceed with the river
rafting and before 11:00 we are already at
Umkulu. “You are a very strong group, many compliments!” says Jade when we arrive. So we can
say that we really deserve the huge brunch that Wolfgang prepared for us with the precious help
of the four who didn’t join the rafting.
At 12:00 we are ready to leave South Africa and cross the border to Namibia.
Welcome to Namibia! We are now entering the Namib Desert and the first - funny – advice is:
“Toilet Stop – men left, women right (of the truck), that’s the desert rule!”
A couple of hours driving are left before we get to the Fish River Canyon, the second largest after
the Grand Canyon, and have a nice walk on the edge of the canyon, where Andrea can pick up
some peculiar stones for her collection!
After the walk we sit down and enjoy the sunset over the canyon, before driving to the Cañon
Mountain Lodge, where another drink and a big buffet are waiting for us.
Today has been a long day and tomorrow a long
drive is waiting for us, so let’s go to bed early and
experience the first night in Namibia.

Day 6) 31.8.2012 Namib Desert
7:30, good morning everybody, the guides prepared a
nice breakfast at the truck just out of your rooms.
Today we have a long drive through one of the most
beautiful deserts in the world: the Namib Desert.
At 11:30 we stop at a very nice café for a cup of
coffee or tea and a piece of cake… and why not, some
souvenirs. After the break we proceed with the long
drive and at 13:30 we stop in the shade for a tasty
lunch and a little walk, before proceeding for the last
part of our drive.
At 16:30 we arrive at Weltevrede , our next accommodation, and we have time to rest, to lay in
the sun and enjoy the beautiful pool… Lutz und Claudia won’t miss it for sure!
After enjoying a spectacular sunset over the desert, we all meet again at the restaurant for a nice
buffet, with a little surprise from the lodge staff: four women complete our nice dinner with a
couple of typical song and dances while we are having dessert.

Day 7) 1.9.2012 – Sossusvlei
5:30, everybody is collecting the breakfast pack before leaving Weltevrede. It is dark and cold
when we make our way towards Sossusvlei, a salt and clay pan surrounded by high red dunes in
the middle of the desert. During our drive we can admire the sunrise over some of the largest sand
dunes in the world. It is sunny and warmer when we finally get to Sossusvlei for an unforgettable
hike around the lake and up to the dunes. After Sossusvlei we drive to Deadvlei, a white clay pan
surrounded by some of the highest dunes in the world. In this beautiful area we can also see a big
group of springboks, antelopes, gemsboks, ostriches and kudus.

We can now drive to our next stop: the Sesriem Canyon, the second most important tourist
attraction in the area after Sossusvlei. It is a natural canyon carved by the Tsauchab river into the
local sedimentary rock, about a kilometer long and up to 30 meters deep.

The name Sesriem is Afrikaans and means "six belts", given by settlers who had to attach together
six belts in order to reach the bottom and get water.
At 15:30 we are back at the lodge and we enjoy one more time the sunshine and the pool, a cup of
coffee and a piece of cake, before leaving all together for a walk, sitting on the rocks with a nice
drink and watching the sunset.
We are back in time to have dinner at the lodge and then sit around the fire.

Day 8) 2.9.2012 – Namib Naukluft Park - Swakopmund
Today we leave again early in the morning and we drive to Solitaire Guesthouse, where ten of us
will start the Cheetah tracking and have the opportunity to see wild cheetahs on foot.
The rest of the group can enjoy the quite atmosphere of the lodge, having a cup of coffee and
some snacks, or go for a walk and explore the surrounding area.
At 11:30 the group is back from the Cheetah tracking. We leave Solitaire Guesthouse and we drive
through one of the biggest nature reserves in Namibia: The Namib Naukluft Park.
After the Namib Desert we are now coming back to the sea and before arriving in Swakopmund
we stop at the beach for a quick, windy, pelican watching. Some of us are so happy to be back on
the coast that they bravely try to put their toes into the very cold water, before running back to
the truck!
At 16:00 we are already in Swakopmund, and after checking-in at Haus Garnison, we have some
free time to enjoy this nice little “German” town on the holiday seaside of Namibia.
Somebody wants to go for a walk on the beach passing the craft market to buy some souvenirs,
someone else prefesr to enjoy a bottle of wine in a nice bar or just walk around and do some
shopping, maybe looking for life jacket -possibly not from Winnie the Pooh! - to make the truck
seat a little bit more friendly.
We meet again at 18:30 and we walk to The Küki’s Pub, a very nice restaurant and pub not far
from our guesthouse. Beef steak, Fish filet, Prawns, Cordon bleu, Kudu, Springbok and many other
delicious plates are waiting for us upstairs.

After this delicious dinner everybody is tired, especially Gerd, who tries to shower Andrea with his
glass of wine.. luckily it is white wine! ;) Maybe it is time to go to sleep, goodnight everybody.

Day 9) 3.9.2012 Swakopmund
Today is the second day in Swakopmund and after a nice breakfast at Haus Garnison the lady from
Ocean Adventures picks us up and brings us first to see the beautiful Flamingos and then drives us
to Walvis Bay, where a catamaran is ready to welcome us for the Dolphin cruise.
The weather is a bit rainy and the wind blows, but we are brave and after taking a warm blanket
with us we decide to seat upstairs. Here the view is beautiful. Pelicans are flying over our heads
and stopping on the boat to play with the captain.
After a while we can see the first dolphin jumping in front of our boat, and the show can start!
Everybody is ready with a camera - Lutz obviously in pole position –to get the perfect picture of
the dolphins jumping.

It is now lunch time and before coming back to the coast the crew has a surprise for us: some nice
snacks and a glass of sparkling wine for everybody, Cheers!
When the boat cruise is finished we go back to the guesthouse and after a warm shower we have
some free time until dinner, this time Wolfgang is going to make a lovely braai for us.
Springbok filet, corn, couscous and salads are waiting for us when we come for dinner and
obviously a little, very little, beef steak for Manfred!

After this delicious dinner everybody is getting excited about Wolfgang’s cooking skills and we all
look forward to the next braai 

Day 10) 4.9.2012 - Damarraland and Brandberg White lady
After a nice breakfast we leave Swakopmund and we drive to Damarraland. This is one of the last
areas in Africa where you can see desert elephants, black rhinoceros and giraffes outside of a
national park. We will first stop for a hike at Brandberg where we will see
our first Bushman paintings. At 12:00 our guide welcomes us and then
we start the walk to The White Lady. It is a long walk and the sun is high
over our heads, but when we finally reach the top, we can admire the
Bushman paintings and listen carefully to the guide’s descriptions.
At 14:00 - more than 40 minutes later than what we were supposed to! we are back to the truck and we have a quick quick lunch before leaving
and driving to Brandberg White Lady Lodge. There the “Desert elephants
game drive” is waiting for us.
For about 3 hours we drive through the bushes with 3
local guides looking for Desert elephants. The desert
elephants are the only elephants still living free in the
bush and it is then very difficult to see them. But in the
end we are lucky and we see 3 beautiful elephants, one
of them really close to our car!
After the game drive we can finally go to our rooms,
have a refreshing shower and then have dinner at the
lodge. A big buffet is settled for us in the dining room
and after dinner we can experience some traditional dances and songs thanks to the lodge stuff.
Gabi was enjoying the dances so much that she was invited to dance with the crew!

Day 11) 5.9.2012 – Damarraland and Twyfelfontein
At 6:30, as suggested from our expert Wolfgang, we are all sitting outside our rooms to see the
amazing sunrise over the mountains. We then walk to the restaurant and after breakfast we leave
the lodge and drive to Twyfelfontein to see some more bushmann paintings.
Hermanus, our guide, shows us all the bushman paintings and engravings and explains to us the
different meanings.
For example, the giraffe means that there is water in the area, because bushman people believed
that giraffes, with their long neck, could go up to the clouds and bring down the rain.
Before leaving Twyfelfontein, Hermanus has something left to show us: a very interesting and
funny song in damarra language.

We leave the bushman paintings behind us and drive to the burnt mountain where we see our
first Welwitschia. Then we proceed towards the Petrified Forest, stopping to have a look at the
spectacular organ pipes.
We do another walk at the Petrified Forest with a local guide who explains us the peculiarities of
this old, amazing forest.
After a nice lunch break we leave and drive to our next accommodation: Tarentaal Guestfarm, a
big farm near the entrance of the Etosha National Park. There we can enjoy the pool and sit in the
sun waiting for the sunset with a nice cold beer and then enjoy the lovely dinner that Mariana and
Piet prepared for us at the veranda.

Day 12) 6.9.2012 – Etosha National Park
Today we will go to the famous Etosha National Park, one of the most important game reserves in
the world, over 22 km² wide.
At 8:00 we leave the guest farm and we drive to the park, entering at Okakuejo, the first of the
three main camps into the park. Now we can start our full day game drive, going from waterhole
to waterhole admiring zebras, giraffes, elephants, springboks, kudus, and a wide variety of
antelopes and we can also see a lot of birds (… there are 326 different bird species in Etosha
National Park!) .

Just before lunch we stop at a waterhole and we are so lucky to see four lions, three females and
one male. On the right hand side the lions are laying in the grass and on the left hand side a big
group of springboks is slowly coming to drink at the waterhole... what will the lions do? We wait
and watch them for more than one hour, but in the end something scares the springboks and they
suddenly run away.
We can then proceed and drive to the next camp, Halali,
where we will stop for lunch and have a little walk to
another amazing waterhole, where we can see more than
20 elephants with their babies. After lunch we continue
with the game drive and we come back to Okakuejo and
exit the park to go back to our accommodation. There we
enjoy one more time the pool and the sunset, before
sitting all together for dinner.

Day 13) 7.9.2012 - Etosha National Park
The gate of Etosha National Park opens at 7:00, so we leave very early in the morning and drive to
the park admiring the sunrise. Today we will drive all the way
up to the third camp, Namutoni. Driving through the park we
can see again a lot of animals and the first rhino!
What is missing now, Klara? A giraffe drinking, a leopard and
three little lions. Before coming to the camp we find a
waterhole with 3 giraffes drinking, and it is actually very funny!
But we will have to hope in Chobe National Park for the leopard
and the baby lions.

We leave Etosha National Park and we drive toward Tsumeb, a nice little town where we will
spend the next night. After checking in at Makalani Hotel we rest a bit in our rooms, enjoy the
pool or have a drink outside, before we meet again for a nice dinner in Makalani’s patio.

Day 14) 8.9.2012 – Okavango River, Rundu
Today we have a relax day! At 9:30 we leave Makalani and drive toward the Okavango River. We
drive through the Ovambo area with its many idyllic villages. At midday we reach Rundu, and we
drive toward the river to get to our next accommodation, the beautiful N’kwazi River Camp. There
the guides prepare a nice lunch under the trees and afterwards we have time to enjoy this little
paradise, having a walk on the river bank, or jumping into the pool. Before dinner Claudia, Torsten,
Gerd, Ionel and Nicole will join the Sunset Cruise and pass some typical villages to reach the
Angolan ground for an unforgettable “Illegally in Angola” picture!
At the same time a local guide is having a walk with those who are mostly interested in birds and
want to see the many different species of birds you can find in this magical area.

At 19:30 we meet again at Nkwazi restaurant where a big buffet is waiting for us. After dinner we
move to the bar area and sit next to a romantic fire to have a nice talk and enjoy a good bottle of
wine (pretending it is Bernard Birthday!) before going back to our huts for a nice sleep.

Day 15) 9.9.2012 - Okavango river, Mahango National Park
We leave Rundu and drive to Divundu to spend another two days in the Okavango river area. At
lunch time we reach Ngepi Camp, one of the most beautiful
river camps in this area.
First of all everybody will be accommodated in a breathtaking
tree house, an en-suite room built on a tree overlooking the
Okavango River. “You can close your hut”, says Xanthea, the
manager of the camp, when she welcomes us, “but I suggest
to leave everything open; an amazing sunrise will wake you
up tomorrow morning and you will never forget this
experience.”

While Wolfgang and Nicole are preparing lunch the rest of the group has some time to explore the
camp area, have a look at the bar, the dining room, and put a foot in the “river pool”, hoping that
no hungry crocs are swimming around!
After having lunch sitting on a mokoro (local canoes) looking at the river to see if we can find the
first hippo, we leave the camp and drive to the Mahango
Game Reserve with its lush vegetation, a rich bird life and a
variety of interesting game, including the rare Sable and
Roan antelopes.
For dinner Wolfgang and Nicole prepare a delicious stew on
a romantic camp fire, with rice, vegetables, salads and
dessert. We enjoy the dinner sitting on the mokoros under
the African night sky.

Day 16) 10.9.2012 - Okavango river, Mahango National Park
We spend another day on the Okavango River exploring this waterway paradise with a river
excursion starting at Popa Falls. We use mokoros to get into the pan where we can relax and take
pictures of the river, the birds and the hippos around us. We stop halfway to visit a local village
where we see how they prepare beer, how they build axes, and have a walk around to see some of
their typical houses and habits.

We are back to Ngepi Camp for lunch and a couple of hours break before leaving again for the next
game drive in Mahango Game reserve.
When we come back to the camp, our guide is busy preparing chicken kebabs on the camp fire
(with two special beef kebabs for Manfred of course!). Salads, potatoes and a lovely chocolate
mousse complete the dinner and we can enjoy once more the night sky sitting on the mokoros
under the moonlight.

Day 17) 10.9.2012 - Kasane, BOTSWANA
Leaving the driest area of Africa behind us, we drive
to Botswana and reach the refreshing green of the
Caprivi Strip. After a light lunch on the bridge over
the Chobe River, we enter Botswana and drive to our
next accommodation: at 14:30 we reach Thebe Lodge
and get ready for the first game drive in Chobe
National Park.

Botswana has, with about 200.000 elephants, the biggest elephant population in Africa. But we
won’t see only elephants on our game drive; giraffes, zebras, antelopes, hippos, crocodiles, and
many other animals. But two are the highlights of the day: two spotted hyenas and THE FIRST
TWO LEOPARDS!

It was the only one missing… now we can say that we saw THE BIG FIVE! 
At 20:00 we meet at the lodge’s restaurant and enjoy dinner, before moving to the bar area and
have a couple of drinks before going to bed…tomorrow is another long day.

Day 18) 11.9.2012 - Kasane
5.45, the sky is dark and the wind is cold when we leave the lodge
for the sunrise game drive in Chobe National Park. What is missing
now, Klara? Only the three baby lions? Unfortunately we won’t
see them but we are so lucky to see another beautiful leopard
slowly walking in front of our car!
At 10:00 we are back to the lodge, where Wolfgang is waiting for
us with a huge brunch: a cup of coffee or tea, cereals, fruit salad,
toasts, scrambled eggs and much more.
Everybody can enjoy the brunch and then rest in their rooms or at
the pool, before we leave again for the Game viewing cruise at 15:00.
Going through the park on the boat is something different again. Now we saw the park from every
point of view, and something new is always waiting for us. While we drive through the park we see
a dead hippo in the river and some big crocs thinking about having a nice dinner with him.
After a while a beautiful scene is happening in front of our boat: a big group of elephants is
crossing the river right in front of us!

At sunset time everybody is sitting on the roof of the boat, with a nice cold drink in one hand and
the camera in the other one, ready to take the perfect picture of the sunset on the river, maybe
also with the mokoro in the middle of the sun.

Day 19) 13.9.2012 - Livingstone, ZAMBIA
Today we leave Botswana and we drive to Livingstone. In the morning we drive to the river, take
the ferry and cross the border, and at 12:00 we reach Zig Zag, our last accommodation for the
tour.
We have a nice lunch sitting in the patio and then we have time to enjoy the pool, the garden and
have a look at the shop to buy the last souvenirs.
At 15:00 we leave and drive to the Victoria Falls, where we go for a walk on the edge of the falls
and we can also see a stunning rainbow!
After the walk we drive to the Waterfront, another lodge where we can book the activities for
tomorrow and have a nice sundowner on the river bank.
We are back to our lodge to enjoy a very good dinner and then sit outside enjoying the African
night sky.

Day 20) 14.9.2012 - Livingstone
Today we are free! “Wir sind nicht mehr auf Reise, sondern im Urlaub!” say Klara and Gabi.
Claudia is the first one to leave the lodge to make her dream come true: the ride on an African
elephant is waiting for her!
Will, Andrea, Manfred, Klara, Lutz, Bernard, Hans, Ingrid and Dana will join the hard but amazing
“Walk under the spray” at the Victoria Falls and the others will enjoy the morning at the lodge.
In the afternoon most of us will join the helicopter flight over the falls, one of the most beautiful
highlights of the tour, and then we will go all together to the market in Livingstone before
returning to the Waterfront to have a drink for sunset and celebrate there our last night with a
lovely dinner.

Day 21) 15.9.2012 - Livingstone Airport
Three weeks, can you believe it? After 21 days of incredible nature, amazing animal sightings and
adventure, it is time to say GOODBYE!

You are an amazing group, thank you for the beautiful experience!
Looking forward to welcoming you again in Africa,
Nicole 

